The SAFEWARE 8 range of advanced
multipoint locks covers door leaf size
ranges from 1700mm* to 2210mm*
and is available in two lock options:
SAFEWARE 8
5-point lock and latch system
SAFEWARE 8+
5-point lock and latch system with
additional top and bottom shootbolts
The range offers exceptional strength
and versatility, accommodating a
complete range of door leaf height
specifications, with or without
shootbolts.
The SAFEWARE 8 lock system is
manufactured in the UK and has
been rigorously tested to meet the
performance and security requirements
of PAS 23 and PAS 24.
* SAFEWARE 8+ Minimum size: Without
shoot bolts, lock centre of 925mm. Maximum
size with shoot bolts, lock centre at 1045mm.

SAFEWARE 8

SAFEWARE 8+

High-security tandem bolt system





Stainless main steel components
for corrosion resistance





Unique 'Operation Assist'
anti-friction pad system





Advanced 'Compression
Adjust' system





Counter-opposing security bolts
for anti-lift facility





Clean face lock no protruding rollers





Stainless steel, non-handed
flush-line one-piece keep set





Top and bottom shootbolts ideal for tall doors & double doors

The NEW advanced
multipoint locking system
for PVC-U doors



Wide range of door heights





Type-tested to PAS 23 (performance)
and PAS 24 (security)





Meets Police-approved
Secured by Design specification





Manufactured in the UK to
ISO 9001: 2008





10-year mechanical guarantee**





** Subject to terms and conditions.

 PAS 23
 PAS 24
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SAFEWARE 8 and 8+

SAFEWARE 8 and 8+
The SAFEWARE 8 range of
advanced multipoint locks has
been designed exclusively for
Profile 22 to achieve a superior
locking solution for PVC-U
hinged doors.
Utilising unique anti-friction
technology and linear
compression bolt-motion, the
SAFEWARE 8 range offers
smooth and easy operation,
providing effortless lock
engagement and a greater degree
of security than conventional roller
and bolt door locks.

Flush-line one-piece keep set

High-security tandem
bolt system

Dedicated one-piece keep set for added
strength and security

Unique, hook and linear bolt
combination locking points

Die-cast base construction ensures
positive and secure fit every time

Linear compression bolt motion
for smooth operation

Flush-line covers that can be easily
removed during door frame installation

Easier to install and less prone to
damage than traditional rollers

Stainless steel components for exceptional
durability and corrosion resistance

Assists door compression with
maximum security

Non-handed for minimal stock-holding

Allows greater door leaf-to-frame
cover with maximum clearance
25mm counter-opposing hook-bolts
for anti-lift
Flush lock face - no protruding rollers

'Compression Adjust'
technology

Secure and robust

Utilsiing all stainless steel main
components, the SAFEWARE 8
range provides excellent durability
and corrosion resistance.

Advanced 'Compression Adjust' *
system for simpler and more effective
compression adjustment

Centre hookbolt
Extra security at door centre

Easily accessible to aid fitting

Provides higher resistance to attack
25mm throw hooks maintain
anti-separation security at all times

* Patent applied for

Quick-change
reversible latch

'Operation Assist'
anti-friction pads

Easily reversible for rapid re-handing
Dual unsprung followers (split
spindle) for interchangeable front &
back door applications in one lock

Unique 'Operation Assist' anti-friction
pad system for significantly reduced
operating force

Handle-driven snib facility - simple
latch retaining system to prevent
accidental lock-out

Smooth and effortless
lock engagement

Optional shootbolt*
Optional top and bottom shootbolts
to ensure secure and positive leaf
engagement at heads and cills
Ideal for double doors
Caters for all door heights from
short to tall

Single or double shootbolt keep
with 'Compression Adjust' system
Advanced 'Compression Adjust' technology for single, French or double doors
Die cast base construction ensures positive
and secure fit every time
Simple and precise

*SAFEWARE 8+ only
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